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Environmental Protection Agency Part 63, Subpt. AAAAA, Table 5 

For . . . You must . . . Using . . . According to the following re-
quirements . . . 

13. Each stack emission from 
a PSH operation, vent from 
a building enclosing a PSH 
operation, or set of multiple 
storage bins with combined 
stack emissions, which is 
subject to an opacity limit.

Conduct opacity observations Method 9 in appendix A to 
part 60 of this chapter.

The test duration must be for 
at least 3 hours and you 
must obtain at least thirty, 
6-minute averages. 

14. Each stack emissions 
source from a PSH oper-
ation subject to a PM or 
opacity limit, which uses a 
wet scrubber.

Establish the average gas 
stream pressure drop 
across the wet scrubber.

Data for the gas stream pres-
sure drop measurement de-
vice during the PSH oper-
ation stack PM perform-
ance test.

The pressure drop measure-
ment device must be accu-
rate within plus or minus 1 
percent; you must collect 
the pressure drop data dur-
ing the period of the per-
formance test and deter-
mine the operating limit ac-
cording to § 63.7112(j). 

15. Each stack emissions 
source from a PSH oper-
ation subject to a PM or 
opacity limit, which uses a 
wet scrubber.

Establish the operating limit 
for the average liquid flow 
rate to the scrubber.

Data from the liquid flow rate 
measurement device during 
the PSH operation stack 
PM performance test.

The continuous scrubbing liq-
uid flow rate measuring de-
vice must be accurate with-
in plus or minus 1 percent; 
you must collect the flow 
rate data during the period 
of the performance test and 
determine the operating 
limit according to 
§ 63.7112(j). 

16. Each FF that controls 
emissions from only an indi-
vidual, enclosed, new or ex-
isting storage bin.

Conduct opacity observations Method 9 in appendix A to 
part 60 of this chapter.

The test duration must be for 
at least 1 hour and you 
must obtain ten 6-minute 
averages. 

17. Fugitive emissions from 
any PSH operation subject 
to an opacity limit.

Conduct opacity observations Method 9 in appendix A to 
part 60 of this chapter.

The test duration must be for 
at least 3 hours, but the 3- 
hour test may be reduced 
to 1 hour if, during the first 
1-hour period, there are no 
individual readings greater 
than 10 percent opacity and 
there are no more than 
three readings of 10 per-
cent during the first 1-hour 
period. 

18. Each building enclosing 
any PSH operation, that is 
subject to a VE limit.

Conduct VE check ................. The specifications in 
§ 63.7112(k).

The performance test must be 
conducted while all affected 
PSH operations within the 
building are operating; the 
performance test for each 
affected building must be at 
least 75 minutes, with each 
side of the building and roof 
being observed for at least 
15 minutes. 

TABLE 5 TO SUBPART AAAAA OF PART 63—CONTINUOUS COMPLIANCE WITH 
OPERATING LIMITS 

As required in § 63.7121, you must demonstrate continuous compliance with each operating 
limit that applies to you, according to the following table: 
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40 CFR Ch. I (7–1–11 Edition) Part 63, Subpt. AAAAA, Table 5 

For . . . For the following operating limit . . . You must demonstrate continuous com-
pliance by . . . 

1. Each lime kiln controlled by a wet 
scrubber.

Maintain the 3-hour block average ex-
haust gas stream pressure drop 
across the wet scrubber greater than 
or equal to the pressure drop oper-
ating limit established during the PM 
performance test; and maintain the 3- 
hour block average scrubbing liquid 
flow rate greater than or equal to the 
flow rate operating limit established 
during the performance test.

Collecting the wet scrubber operating 
data according to all applicable re-
quirements in § 63.7113 and reducing 
the data according to § 63.7113(a); 
maintaining the 3-hour block average 
exhaust gas stream pressure drop 
across the wet scrubber greater than 
or equal to the pressure drop oper-
ating limit established during the PM 
performance test; and maintaining the 
3-hour block average scrubbing liquid 
flow rate greater than or equal to the 
flow rate operating limit established 
during the performance test (the con-
tinuous scrubbing liquid flow rate 
measuring device must be accurate 
within ±1% and the continuous pres-
sure drop measurement device must 
be accurate within ±1%). 

2. Each lime kiln or lime cooler equipped 
with a FF and using a BLDS, and each 
lime kiln equipped with an ESP or FF 
using a PM detector.

a. Maintain and operate the FF or ESP 
such that the bag leak or PM detector 
alarm, is not activated and alarm con-
dition does not exist for more than 5 
percent of the total operating time in 
each 6-month period.

(i) Operating the FF or ESP so that the 
alarm on the bag leak or PM detection 
system is not activated and an alarm 
condition does not exist for more than 
5 percent of the total operating time in 
each 6-month reporting period; and 
continuously recording the output from 
the BLD or PM detection system; and 

(ii) Each time the alarm sounds and the 
owner or operator initiates corrective 
actions within 1 hour of the alarm, 1 
hour of alarm time will be counted (if 
the owner or operator takes longer 
than 1 hour to initiate corrective ac-
tions, alarm time will be counted as 
the actual amount of time taken by the 
owner or operator to initiate corrective 
actions); if inspection of the FF or ESP 
system demonstrates that no correc-
tive actions are necessary, no alarm 
time will be counted. 

3. Each stack emissions source from a 
PSH operation subject to an opacity 
limit, which is controlled by a wet 
scrubber.

Maintain the 3-hour block average ex-
haust gas stream pressure drop 
across the wet scrubber greater than 
or equal to the pressure drop oper-
ating limit established during the PM 
performance test; and maintain the 3- 
hour block average scrubbing liquid 
flow rate greater than or equal to the 
flow rate operating limit established 
during the performance test.

Collecting the wet scrubber operating 
data according to all applicable re-
quirements in § 63.7113 and reducing 
the data according to § 63.7113(a); 
maintaining the 3-hour block average 
exhaust gas stream pressure drop 
across the wet scrubber greater than 
or equal to the pressure drop oper-
ating limit established during the PM 
performance test; and maintaining the 
3-hour block average scrubbing liquid 
flow rate greater than or equal to the 
flow rate operating limit established 
during the performance test (the con-
tinuous scrubbing liquid flow rate 
measuring device must be accurate 
within ±1% and the continuous pres-
sure drop measurement device must 
be accurate within ±1%). 

4. For each lime kiln or lime cooler 
equipped with a FF or an ESP that 
uses a COMS as the monitoring device.

a. Maintain and operate the FF or ESP 
such that the average opacity for any 
6-minute block period does not exceed 
15 percent.

i. Installing, maintaining, calibrating and 
operating a COMS as required by 40 
CFR part 63, subpart A, General Pro-
visions and according to PS–1 of ap-
pendix B to part 60 of this chapter, ex-
cept as specified in § 63.7113(g)(2); 
and 
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Environmental Protection Agency Part 63, Subpt. AAAAA, Table 6 

For . . . For the following operating limit . . . You must demonstrate continuous com-
pliance by . . . 

ii. Collecting the COMS data at a fre-
quency of at least once every 15 sec-
onds, determining block averages for 
each 6-minute period and dem-
onstrating for each 6-minute block pe-
riod the average opacity does not ex-
ceed 15 percent. 

TABLE 6 TO SUBPART AAAAA OF PART 63—PERIODIC MONITORING FOR COMPLIANCE 
WITH OPACITY AND VISIBLE EMISSIONS LIMITS 

As required in § 63.7121 you must periodically demonstrate compliance with each opacity 
and VE limit that applies to you, according to the following table: 

For . . . For the following emission limitation . . . You must demonstrate ongoing compli-
ance . . . 

1. Each PSH operation subject to an 
opacity limitation as required in Table 1 
to this subpart, or any vents from build-
ings subject to an opacity limitation.

a. 7–10 percent opacity, depending on 
the PSH operation, as required in 
Table 1 to this subpart.

(i) Conducting a monthly 1-minute VE 
check of each emission unit in accord-
ance with § 63.7121(e); the check 
must be conducted while the affected 
source is in operation; 

(ii) If no VE are observed in 6 consecu-
tive monthly checks for any emission 
unit, you may decrease the frequency 
of VE checking from monthly to semi- 
annually for that emission unit; if VE 
are observed during any semiannual 
check, you must resume VE checking 
of that emission unit on a monthly 
basis and maintain that schedule until 
no VE are observed in 6 consecutive 
monthly checks; 

(iii) If no VE are observed during the 
semiannual check for any emission 
unit, you may decrease the frequency 
of VE checking from semi-annually to 
annually for that emission unit; if VE 
are observed during any annual check, 
you must resume VE checking of that 
emission unit on a monthly basis and 
maintain that schedule until no VE are 
observed in 6 consecutive monthly 
checks; and 

(iv) If VE are observed during any VE 
check, you must conduct a 6-minute 
test of opacity in accordance with 
Method 9 of appendix A to part 60 of 
this chapter; you must begin the Meth-
od 9 test within 1 hour of any observa-
tion of VE and the 6-minute opacity 
reading must not exceed the applica-
ble opacity limit. 

2. Any building subject to a VE limit, ac-
cording to item 8 of Table 1 to this 
subpart.

a. No VE .................................................. (i) Conducting a monthly VE check of the 
building, in accordance with the speci-
fications in § 63.7112(k); the check 
must be conducted while all the en-
closed PSH operations are operating; 

(ii) The check for each affected building 
must be at least 5 minutes, with each 
side of the building and roof being ob-
served for at least 1 minute; 
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